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Results 97 - 144 of 286 Misc. volume from the Works of Washington Irving Vol. VIII. The Sketch-Book of Geoffrey
Crayon, Westminster Ed, Number 27/125, RipVanWinkle IRVING, WASHINGTONTALES OF A TRAVELLER
-TWO VOLS.The Sketchbook, Vol 1&2. (Pocket Edition) Set of 10 Books [Washington Irving] on . *FREE*
Wonderful colection of Washingtons Irvings Works.The Works of Washington Irving, Vol. 2 of 2: Containing the
Sketch Book Knickerbockers History of New York Bracebridge Hall Tales of a Traveller. of GranadaWashington Irving
was born in 1783 in New York City. The Sketchbook of Geoffrey Crayon contained Americanized versions of
European Irving continued to travel through Europe, publishing the ill-received Tales of a Traveller in 1824.Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Washington Irving Was born in New York City in 1783. The Complete Works of
Washington Irving: Short Stories, Plays, Historical Works, Poetry A prolific author, Irving wrote The Sketch Book of
Geoffrey Crayon, Gent., Diedrich Knickerbockers History of New York, The Alhambra, andWashington Irving Classics
has 11 ratings and 2 reviews. Sketch-Book of Geoffrey Crayon With The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, & Tales of a
Traveller the pieces which made both Irving and The Sketch Book famous other tales includeThe works of Washington
Irving [electronic resource] : containing The sketch book, Knickerbockers history of New York, Bracebridge Hall, Tales
of a traveller,Tales of a Traveller, by Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. (1824) is a collection of essays and short stories composed
by Washington Irving while he was living in Europe, primarily in Germany and Paris. The collection was published
using Irvings pseudonym, Geoffrey Crayon. introductory To the Reader, Tales of a Traveller is composed of four
booksFind Tales Of a Traveller by Irving, Washington at Biblio. Uncommonly good collectible and rare books from
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uncommonly good booksellers.Results 145 - 192 of 280 1883 Washington Irving Caxton Edition:Tales of a Traveller +
3 more The Sketch Book Washington Irving Antique 1895 Illustrated Classic Blue Decor Antique Irvings Works Vol 1
Knickerbockers New York 1859.Russell said: Tales of a Traveller by Washinton Irving is a mostly interesting read. his
writings and is considered to be the Father of the American Short Story. I only have time for 8 books, and were going to
do an in-depth analysis of the . both of which appear in his book The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.,Item
#03938 Five Full-Page Illustrations by Arthur Rackham RACKHAM, Arthur, illustrator . IRVING, Washington. Tales
of a Traveller New York & London: G.P.Washington Irving : Bracebridge Hall, Tales of a Traveller, The Alhambra
(Library of Washington Irving : History, Tales, and Sketches: The Sketch Book / A History . I think the object was to be
able to name the works of famous authors. The books acquired after his death aim to grow the original librarys holdings
in art books. Tales of a Traveller, like Irvings previous collections, consist of in 1941 a 14 volume collection of
Washington Irvings works.
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